Find all the answers
in your data.
Gain a deeper understanding of your
enterprise hybrid cloud backup with
Predatar Analytics.
With hybrid and multi-cloud environments now commonplace
for businesses, data infrastructures have become chaotically
complex. Enterprises are wrangling with both legacy systems
and modern cloud-based workloads. Data is stored onpremise, on virtual machines and in containers. Unfortunately,
many organisations lack clear and complete visibility of their
backups across the complex storage ecosystems they run, and
the efficacy of recovery processes is often unknown. When it
comes to managing and protecting this data, it’s tricky to know
where to begin.

Dig into the detail.
You can’t control your data estate if you can’t
oversee it. With Predatar’s Analytics tool,
you’ll gain visibility and know everything
there is to know about your data.

Simple,
user-friendly
dashboard

Insightful and
in-depth reporting

Drawing insights from the entire history of your backups,
Predatar shares valuable information with the relevant
members of your team, via a simple, user-friendly
dashboard. Predatar reports on every element of your
backup environment, alerting you when a backup’s been
unsuccessful, identifying trends within your data, and
sharing insights to help you resolve and prevent issues.

Proactive
alerting

How it works

Use your data to
your advantage.
From installations of Spectrum Protect and
Spectrum Protect Plus, Predatar can gather
comprehensive data about your estate. By
analysing this data over time, you’ll uncover
long-term trends and be able to make wellinformed decisions about your future backup
strategy. You can also review your usage,
spot areas of growth, and identify cold data.
This can then be tiered to the cloud and save
you money on storage costs.

Unlock insightful reporting.
The user-friendly web portal hosts a suite
of reports and gives even the non-technical
members of the team a detailed look at
what’s going on in your data environment,
at any given time. Spot data storage
spikes, oversee data transfers, and monitor
charges. From recoverability states to
dedupe ratios, you’ll have all the need-toknow information, at your fingertips.
If you want regular snapshot updates, daily
reports can be set up to land in your inbox.
You’ll be first to know when backups fail,
and be able to fix them faster.

Predatar Analytics gives you all
the knowledge you need to stay
in control of your data and make
well-informed decisions about your
enterprise backup environment.

